Doctorate Sandwich Abroad - SWE
Full Doctorate Abroad - GDE
Proposals workflow Partner/CNPq

Partner / Institution
- Partner or Institution provides a list of interests and a channel for a student to get an acceptance letter or expressions of interest
- Select applicant?
  - yes
  - Partner or Institution performs the placement of the candidate, sending him a letter of acceptance
  - no
  - Application is complete and clear?
    - yes
    - CNPq makes Pre selection
    - no
    - Submission is canceled by CNPq
- Proposal is approved by the CNPq Board
  - yes
  - CNPq Routes 2 or 3 Consultants Ad Hoc.
  - no
- Partner or Institution receives the CNPq approval for grantee allocation

CNPq
- Student shall contact Science without Borders’ partners in the destination country or contact the university / Institutions that he wishes to study
- Submission Form should contain:
  - Curriculo Lattes
  - Area of Knowledge
  - Motivation Letter in English
  - Summary of intentions and skills
  - References and contact information
  - Proof of proficiency in the language
  - Academic report / Diploma undergraduate
- Fulfill the CNPq Submission Form
- CNPq informs candidate about the missing materials or clarification needed
- Student receives email notification with thanks for applying
- Grantee formally accept the Term for Scholarship from CNPq and inform Partner or Institution